PASS LIST FOR OCTOBER 12, 2021 TESTING WINDOW

The Kentucky State Board of Accountancy is pleased to release the following list of candidates who successfully completed all four parts of the Uniform CPA Examination by passing one or more parts during the month of October 12, 2021 score release. The Board publishes only the names of those candidates who successfully completed the examination during the most recently completed window as opposed to those who only passed a section(s) during that testing window.

Dylan Scott Boone
Charles Tyler Breeden
Jenna Coopens
Shannon Eckelkamp
Alyssa N. Guthrie
Elizabeth Hamilton
Hunter Chase Hart
Anna Hensley
Eric Jones
Spencer Logan Madden
Chase Mattingly
Logan McDowell
Daniela Murcia
Kyle Bradford Pulido
Mitchell James Reider
John Staviski
Sydney Sampson Tingle
Bailey Vick
David M. Wagner